Transmit the following in (Type in plain text or code)

Via Airtel (Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-357044)

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-93572)

SUBJECT: "NATIONAL GUARDIAN"
WEEKLY GUARDIAN ASSOCIATES, INC.
ISA - C
ISA - 1950

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are seven copies of a letterhead memorandum setting forth a proposed tour of MARK LANE under the sponsorship of the "National Guardian" (NG), concerning continuing doubts surrounding the LEE OSWALD case. This letterhead memorandum states that Town Hall, NYC, refused to sign a lease for a 2/18/64 meeting where LANE was to speak and his client Mrs. MARGUERITE OSWALD was to appear, and that RUSS NIXON has contacted ISIDORE NEEDLEMAN to hold Town Hall liable.

[Carbon Copy]

Approved: Special Agent in Charge
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